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You may never use the products we make but everyone uses the products we make possible.
CHART INDUSTRIES, INC (NASDAQ: GTLS)

• Leading global, independent manufacturer for the industrial gas, energy and biomedical markets
  – 60+ year cryogenic experience
  – Trusted as the tier-one supplier of choice for Industrial Gas Majors
  – 25+ year LNG fueling experience
  – >$1 Billion annual revenues in gas-to-liquid solutions

• Working with markets to innovate and champion LNG fueling solutions that answer “how can I get a return on my investment”
LNG HEAVY HAUL TRUCKS

Patent no. 6,128,908 & Others Pending
TRUCK LNG FUELING
LNG MINE HAUL TRUCKS
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MINE LNG FUELING
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LNG RAIL FUELING
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LNG FUELING AUTOMATION
LNG MARINE BUNKERING
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MULTI-PURPOSE LNG TERMINALS
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SUMMARY of COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION